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By Michael Laible, President

I have been impressed with the
varying disciplines at the field –
gliders, pattern, aerobatic, fun
fly, twins, heli’s, and of course
heavy metal. We even have
several members playing
around with video recording.
James Lemon is experimenting with a mount cam recorder
and Kwun-Ki is experimenting
with remote video glasses. Way
to cool.

It has been one busy Summer. It has finally
slowed down a bit and things seem to be getting back to normal for the Laible household. I
even got a couple of weekends of flying. It was
nice to see the gang and had several weekends of good flying and camaraderie.

In between the video, James is
getting handy with the digital camera. Below are a couple of pics of
my Hellcat. Actually the first one
is from a full scale airshow : ‘ ) .

In The Pits

Next Meeting
September 10, 2009,
Clear Lake Park Building – 7:00 PM

The second pic is proof that the burn ban has been cancelled.

B24 PROJECT

By Michael Laible, President
The bomber is in full production. As you may recall Herman Burton
and myself have gone into a joint project building a Don Smith B-24.
The wingspan is 146”. I am taking care of the fuselage and Herman is
building the wings.

In addition to the fellowship and flying, I noticed several improvements
at the field, tie down blocks, trash can, and fire extinguisher. Thanks
to everyone that took care of these items. It sure has spruced up the
field. I guess I’ll have to miss a few more meetings – things get done
when I am gone.
In all seriousness, thanks to everyone that has stepped up to the
plate, from Phil leading the meetings, the Bodak’s playing concrete
person, Brian being part of waste management, and also to whomever
played fireman. The field is looking good - Thanks. Hopefully by the next
meeting I will have a plan forward for resealing the field.
Until next month - - See ya at the field.
Mike

This photo is all the planking weighed and separated. The lighter sheets
will be used at the tial section and the heavier ones at the nose. Hopefully this help with the ballast.

Finally, a little sheeting
has been applied.
The wing
The wing construction of
Don Smith’s 1/9th scale
B-24 follows standard
techniques used in most
scale airplanes. At 1/9th
scale, the wing spans the
incredible length of slightly over 146 inches. That’s
right – 12 feet plus a couple of inches! Each wing
half is 73 and 3/8th”.
The
following
photo
shows the wing framing
on the workbench.

A one and one-quarter inch aluminum tube is
used for connecting the two wing halves. A
purple tube joiner, inside of which the
aluminum tube exactly fits, is shown about half
way along the wing, extending four ribs either
side of the joint where the wing comes apart
for transporting. No information was shown
on the plans for the two identical plywood ribs
at this juncture, so I clamped them together
and added backup plywood blocks for alignment dowels. This way the wing halves will be
perfectly aligned every time they are joined.
The next photo shows the alignment blocks
and dowels.

To help give some relevance to the size of
the wing, the aluminum
sanding block in the foreground is 33” long. It is
easy to see the wing is
more than twice as long
as the sanding block.
You will notice cross
bracing in the outer six
panels of the wing. This
bracing is not shown on
the plans, but from previous construction efforts,
I have found this bracing
adds considerable to the
torsional stiffness of the
wing. The 3/32” balsa
cross bracing weighs
very little, but adds a lot
of strength.

Mike Laible and I are enjoying our “Team
Build” on this monster four engine World War II
bomber. More pictures and additional
building effort descriptions will be forthcoming
next month.

FAST APPROACHIING, chapter 2
By Herman Burton

In last month’s newsletter, chapter one described the
beginnings of the maiden flight of my new giant scale
P-61. The last few seconds of that article are repeated here to bring the reader up to date.

10:32:48 AM,
May 27, 2009

The plane picked up speed, then even more
speed, and before I knew it I could see the
fence at the end of the runway rapidly approaching. Plus, now I was past the point
of no return – too fast to stop safely before
hitting the fence, but the plane was glued to
the runway, not lifting off like I had hoped. I
have about a second – maybe two – to get this
big warbird airborne, or I’ll be picking up the
pieces of the beautiful P-61 that are left after
hitting the fence.

10:32:55 AM,
- Flying straight

I let the plane continue on its takeoff path to
pick up more air speed before turning. I had
learned from a previous giant airplane to get
your speed up before turning, or the plane’s
wing will tip stall, resulting in a slow spiral
death roll into the ground. After a few more
seconds, I started turning slowly. The plane
responded smoothly.

10:32:59 AM,
– Easy goin’

The plane was at a suitable elevation, and I

10:33:40 AM,
– straight down the runway

I decreased the throttle setting to about 1/3
power, and starting making a slow turn into
final. I crossed the end of the runway about
right, applied down elevator, and the plane
started settling down nicely. When the plane
got even with the pilot box I was standing in,
my P-61 was only a few feet off the ground.
I flared ever so slightly, cut the throttle, and
watched.

10:33:46 AM,
– Touch down!

10:32:52 AM, throttled back the twin 81 four stroke engines. To my amazement, the plane settled down and
disaster looming dead ahead! The plane continued around the circuit, quite stuck to the ground like glue. No bounce, no

Damn! This is not what I had planned at all.

responsive for an 80” wingspan warbird. I muss, no fuss – a soft landing, and an easy
was very pleased with the performance, and runout.
10:32:53 AM, did another circuit, before attempting my first
10:34:00 AM,
– will I make it? landing.

I figured it was now or never, and applied
more elevator than I normally like to. With
the plane nearly at the fence, I had no other
choice. Holding my breath, and nearly closing my eyes to avoid watching the destruction
of my plane as I thought it was going to hit
the fence, the severe up elevator stick movement caused the plane to jump off the runway.
The fixed landing gear just barely cleared the
fence. Whew! Thank goodness! I’m off the
ground and flying.

– Success!
10:33:30 AM, I was pumped! The first flight was over, and
– Flaps down after month’s of frustration with numerous

I was so intent on just flying I never even
thought about doing a “hands off” check to
see how the plane was trimmed. Obviously, the trim was close enough that I was not
aware of any unusual tendencies, and I continued the first flight. On the downwind leg,
I dropped the flaps about 20%, in preparation
for landing.

problems, I had finally gotten the airplane up
and down, and as Charlie Teixiera said as we
walked toward the resting aircraft. “Man, you
greased the landing, Herman!” I was a very
happy pilot, to say the least.

Model of the Month
See what your
missing!! I hope
I see you at the
next meeting.
Lindsey Bodak
MOM Winner.

10 1/2 year old Lindsey Bodak showed
models she built at Space Camp Space
Center Houston - a 16” ws rubber
powered Ornathopter, a small foam
profile rubber powered Cessna, a
White Wings Wright flyer glider, an
approx 18” rocket with parachute
that they flew at Nasa rocket field and
a 16” rubber powered “noodle” rocket

Dave Barque

Dave Barque showed his second
approx 16 1/2 oz.Psykosis sport
RC plane with .061 engine and
Corona receiver

July Meeting Pictures
Photos by Taswall Crowson

August Meeting Minutes
By Michael Laible, President

Club Officers
President

New Business:

Mike Laible

Visitor Cecil Sorrels - member from 12 years ago and rejoined.

Vice-President

Accepted Dave’s treasurers report - 0 in and 0 out.

Herman reported that there was no list at security two weeks ago but the problem seemed to be resolved
last weekend - might need follow up
We had discussion regarding permanent installation of fire extinguisher at field for general safety and to
perhaps allow flying during burn bans
The Bodaks built two new heavy tie downs and delivered to field

281-474-1255 H
281-226-4192 W

Phil Elting
281-333-1125 H
Treasurer

Dave Hoffman
281-479-1945 H
832-689-6201 C
Secretary

Mike Goza
281-554016 H
281-483-4695 W

Discussed potential Oct fun fly - 1st weekend might work? Other weekends taken for Balloon festival, Wings
Over Houston and Prop Nuts Big Bird ...

Instructors

Refreshments for September by Bodak family

Chief Instructor:
Dave Hoffman

Dave H is working on new vendor for badges - will try them out to see what they can do and bring samples
to the next meeting

281-479-1945 H
832-689-6201 C

Fixed:

Dave H has building reserved for the second Thursday every month in 2010
Joseph Schmidt a new member asked about installing a wind sock
Mike Goza would not be continuing as secretary

Mike Laible
281-474-1255 H
281-226-4192 W

James Lemon
832-385-4779
Clay Bare
281-488-2992

The R/C Flyer

Articles and Want Ads may be submitted to the Editor, Randy Collier at 12323 Ramla Place Trail, Houston TX 77089 in
hard copy or via e-mail (preferred) to randy_collier@sbcglobal.net Please have your submission in two week prior to the
next meeting.
To get the newsletter via e-mail go to http://www.jscrcc.com/ and click on the “Subscribe to Newsletter”. Once you have
subscribed you will automatically receive the newsletter each month. If you have any questions concerning the web site,
e-mail Randy Collier at webmaster@jscrcc.com or Mike Laible at mrlaible@sbcglobal.net
Club Homepage: http://www.jscrcc.com

Herman Burton
281-474-7133

Heli & Fixed:
Mike Goza
281-554-4016 H
281-483-4695 W

Steve Rhodes
409-948-2881

